
Teacher Training 2017 

Empowerment in ICT Skills 
Making Use of Technology Tools 

1 week/5 Training Days 

This course is for educators and other professionals who would like to experience for themselves a variety of software and online tools in 
order to integrate technology into their Learning Environments, while also brushing up their own use of English. Specialised knowledge is not 
required except a basic knowledge of using Microsoft Word and using the Internet. 
Participants need to be at a B1 level of English. 

This hands-on, practical two week course is aimed at professionals who would like to develop teaching methods to include technology in the 
classroom, school or other learning environments. A wide range of free available technologies is introduced and worked on during this course. 

After registration, participants on this course programme will receive: 
A pre-course questionnaire, which will enable trainers to learn about the participants' teaching backgrounds 
Information about the Europass Mobility Certificate 
A list of software to download and install, to prepare participants for various aspects of the course Information about Malta to prepare 
teachers for their cultural experience 

To enable better skills in technology and ICT 
To introduce an awareness of ways of integrating ICT with teaching methodologies, using hands-on & experiential methods 
To help teachers reflect on their own teaching methods in relation to technology in the classroom today 
To help participants experience hands-on a range of interesting tools, software and programmes which are available as freeware, & set up 
activities linking methodology and technology today 
To further develop participants’ own language skills 
To experience the cultural heritage of Malta with its bilingual linguistic environment 

(The course draws on the results of the POOLS and POOLS-T Leonardo Projects (Project for Open Online Learning Systems and Methodologies). 

This course is taught interactively, with input sessions, collaborative and group project work. Participants are actively involved in all sessions. 
Input sessions are in the form of hands-on workshops and could involve brainstorming, analysis and at times problem-solving. 
Sessions help participants set up tools such as Blogs , Wikis & Websites and apply online tools in a scaffolded setting. 
Participants are asked to reflect on the tools & activities, inviting discussion with regard to their own knowledge & skills, their approach to 
teaching today’s students, and on adaptation of the use of the tools to their teaching & learning situations & contexts. 
Exchange of participants’ ICT and pedagogical knowledge is encouraged through discussion. 
Participants’ own language skills are developed and feedback given where appropriate. 
Participants are also introduced to appropriate websites related to the further development of their teaching skills & personal professional 
development. 

The course ends with an evaluation session, where teachers are asked to reflect upon the value of the knowledge gained on the course and its 
usefulness to them. 
They are also encouraged in this session to come up with a Personal Development Action Plan, and select tools & activities which they would 
like to try out in their own classes or projects. 
They are invited to join the ETI Teacher Training Facebook community, which allows networking and contact with the trainers and fellow 
colleagues, and with participants from other courses. 
Participants are also encouraged to join communities for the current POOLS Projects, and other ETI-related EU Projects, such as METHODS 
(Communicative Language Teaching Methods), TOOLS, and CLIL4U. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

COURSE SUMMARY 

PREPARATION 

OBJECTIVES 

METHODOLOGY 

FOLLOW UP 



A SAMPLE COURSE PROGRAMME 

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

09:00 - 10:30 
CMC: Computer 

Mediated 
Communication 

Podcasting 
& Recording/ 

Preparing 
Audio for 
Online use 

Authoring Tools 
Creating Online 

Exercises: Matching, 
Jumbled Texts, Gap 

fill, Multiple 

How to design your 
own Website 

Techno Tools: Recording 
from your Computer 

Screen 

11:00 - 12:30 

Blogs: Uses and their 
Learning Potential 

Designing a Blog 

Techno Tools: 
Creating 

Animated 
Slideshows 

Authoring Tools 
Creating Online 

Exercises: Matching, 
Jumbled Texts, Gap 

fill, Multiple 

Creating a Website Embeddable RSS Feeds 
& Chat room 

13:00 - 14:30 Creating a Blog 

Downloading & 
Editing Video 

Clips 
& Subtitling 

as a Task 

Social Program Creating an Avatar Project Work 

EMPOWERMENT IN ICT SKILLS

PRICES 

Course Fee €350.00 

Programme Fee €100.00 

Course Fee 
Registration Fees 
Tuition / Training 21 Hours over 5 training days (1 Week Programme) Half Day Guided Tour to Malta’s Capital City Valletta 
Airport Transfers : Arrival + Departure – 
Malta Intl Airport to /from Accommodation 
End of Course Certificate 
Mobility Pass Certificate 

All programmes have a Saturday or Sunday arrival with a Monday course start day 

PROGRAMME PACKAGE FEES INCLUDES: 
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Learn how to create an e-learning platform and a website in one week 

Ifom, Italy 

Course overview 

Nowadays there is a growing trend towards integrating ICT into teaching and training. There a 
number of e-learning and web design tools that offer educators great opportunities but not without 
challenges. Platforms like Moodle, Edmodo, Weebly, etc., can be a muddy environment  and 
approaching them without a proper guidance can be a time-consuming task. Taking part in this 
course teachers, trainers and education managers will learn how to create a website and an e-
learning platform for educational purposes. Through an hands-on approach and learning-by-doing 
methodology participants will create their first e-learning platform and website during the training. 

 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

This structured course allows participants to improve their ICT skills in a practical and concrete 
way together with other participants and trainers throughout all Europe thus gaining as well a 
broader understanding of education in Europe and exchanging best practices and experiences. The 
general aim of this course is to foster excellence in education by empowering teachers, trainers, 
headmasters and other education staff to integrate web platforms into teaching and education. 

This course will guide participants through the basic steps of developing a website and integrating 
Moodle or Edmodo in their educational pathways. 

In Moodle you can create forums, surveys, lessons, digital books, assignments, glossaries, self-
correcting quizzes, wikis, workshops and you can also integrate  other resources digital resources 
available on the Internet (videos, texts, images, blog articles, etc.). 

Edmodo is an easy way to get your students connected so they can safely collaborate, get and stay 
organized, and access assignments, marks, and school messages. Edmodo is a e-learning social 
platform that merges the benefit of Moodle and Facebook. 

Moodle and Edmodo are great tools to be used in blended learning situations combining short-
term face-to-face education with virtual learning. 

By the end of the training each participants will create by his/her own a website and an e-learning 
space. 

The course has a flexible approach in order to adapt the learning outcomes to the particular needs 
and ICT profile of the participants. 

Thanks to this course the participants will: 

- Learn how to easily create an engaging website with Weebly, Wix or Wordpress; 

- Learn how to use Moodle or Edmodo to create an e-learning site; 
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- Learn how to give to education and extra dimension and how to boost learners motivation through 
using new technologies; 

- Learn how to deliver blended courses and combine face-to-face education with virtual learning; 

- Improve their ICT skills and their knolwdge about e-learning and blended learning; 

- Exchange best practices and share experiences with participants and staff coming throughout 
Europe; 

- Make contacts with individuals and organizations working in the education field in Europe 
through everyday cooperation and networking activities; 

- Visit and network with Italian institutions. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

This course is open to: teachers, trainers, headmasters, school and education managers, educational 
counsellors, career counsellors, other school staff, other adult education staff, other higher 
education staff, other non-governmental organization staff, public servants. 

 

STANDARD DAILY PROGRAMME 
Please find below the standard indicative daily programme that will be personalized on participants 
needs and professional profiles. The course will be focused on the web platforms more relevant 
for the participants ensuring that the knowledge learned is relevant and can be directly transferable 
into their work. For the web design we use either Weebly, Wix or Wordpress. For the e-learning 
we can guide the participants through Moodle or Edmodo. Upon request we can tailor the course 
in order to focus only on the web design or only on the e-learning. The daily agenda below is 
tailored considering Weebly as web design tool and Moodle as e-learning platform. 
Our standard programme comprises 7 days, of which the first one is dedicated to networking, 
preparation and cultural immersion and the last one to follow up, specific needs and cultural 
activities, thus participants can opt a shorter 5-days version (Monday to Friday) that covers the 
core training. Participants can choose to arrive 1 day before the start of the course and/or leave one 
day after the end of it in order to enjoy a deeper cultural immersion in Italy. Upon specific request 
we can organize longer versions of this course. 
For the courses in Palermo the cultural activities are slightly different and comprises visits to 
Palermo, Monreale or Cefalù. 

Sunday 

 -  Participants arrival 
 -  Individual orientation and information about the venue and the city  
 -  Networking activities 
 -  Guided visit in Bologna (optional) 
 -  Welcome dinner 

Monday 
 -  Course introduction: growing trends towards integrating web platform into 
education and blended learning 
 -  Competences ex-ante evaluation 
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 -  The basic principles and elements in web design 
 -  The most common online website builders to easily create a website 
 -  Practical work: planning your website 

Tuesday 

 -  Introducing Weebly, a powerful and easy to use web hosting and design 
service 
 -  Practical work: creating the website and the first page 
 -  Getting to know more the Weebly drag-and-drop website builder 
 -  Practical work: giving a structure to your website 
 -  Practical work: adding a photo gallery to your website 
 -  Practical work: embedding a video in your website 
 -  Practical work: adding a survey or a test 
 -  Practical work: adding a forum 
 -  Cultural activities in Bologna and traditional Italian aperitif 

Wednesday 

 -  Introducing Moodle, a free Open Source e-learning course management 
system 
 -  Practical work: browsing in your Moodle course 
 -  Practical work: setting up your first course 
 -  Practical work: adding students to your course 
 -  Practical work: adding resources to your course 
 -  Guided visit in Florence or Venice (optional) 

Thursday 

 -  How to add activities in your course and involve students actively in their 
learning 
 -  Practical work: adding assignments to your course 
 -  Practical work: adding a quiz 
 -  Practical work: adding a survey 
 -  Practical work: adding a wiki 
 -  Practical work: enabling peer assessment 
 -  Practical work: copying or recycling activities 
 -  How to control and display progress 
 -  Practical work: adding tracking tools to your course 

Friday 

 -  How to use Moodle mobile app 
 -  Practical work: keeping up-to-date with notifications 
 -  Practical work: creating mobile-friendly courses 
 -  Dinner in traditional Italian restaurant 

Saturday 

 -  Space for discussion of future cooperation and planning follow up activities 
 -  Course roundup and final evaluation 
 -  Validation of learning outcomes and certification ceremony 
 -  Additional training session tailored to specific needs (optional) 
 -  Cultural activities or additional guided visit in another major Italian city 
(optional) 
 -  Participants departure 
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METHODOLOGY 

We tailor the working methods based upon participants’ needs, attitudes and professional profiles 
in order to ensure high productivity, effectiveness and transferability into practice. 

Our methodology is highly practical and participative with hands-on approach that comprises real-
job examples, case studies examination and simulations. We embrace collaboratively working 
methods that foster mutual learning and cooperation among participants. Our focus is on learning 
outside the classroom in an interactive and international environment. The pedagogical methods 
that we use are based upon experiential training, group and peer activities, learning-by-doing and 
best practices’ exchange. 

During the course the participants will work on a real website/blog and e-learning site that they 
will build up during the course and bring back home. The participants at the beginning of the 
course will be given an empty website and Moodle/Edmodo space. During the course the 
participants will use those as sandboxes to practice gradually filling and adapting them to their 
educational needs with the support of the expert trainers. 

Morning Wrap-up and brief daily evaluations are foreseen to ensure quality of education and to 
adapt the learning programme to participants' needs better tailoring the education. 

Free time has been planned to give to the participants time to assimilate the concepts, develop 
further the group activities, ask trainers for further clarifications, etc. Networking and cooperation 
among participants will be supported and stimulated at each stage. 

We organize optional social, networking and cultural activities in order to give participants the 
opportunity to know Italy as well as to exchange best-practice and establish professional 
cooperation and links. 

The training and staff team is multinational thus giving a full European dimension to the course. 

The class-based course is completed by the support of the e-learning portal that is a great support 
both before and after the course in Italy. 

 

CERTIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF LEARNING OUTCOMES 

At the end of the course, each participant will be awarded a certificate of attendance including a 
description of training content and as well as its starting and end date, together - if requested -  
with a Europass Mobility Certificate. 

Moreover we experienced that schools and education organizations may require additional 
documents to certify the competences learned or the presence in the training course. Upon request 
we can provide additional certification and reporting documents. 
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COSTS AND ERASMUS+ FUNDING 

Course fee: EUR 70 per day per participant. Subsistence, certification and monitoring fees: 
depending on the services required and on the group size 

 Teachers, trainers, headmasters and any other staff of education organizations are eligible to 
receive an Erasmus+ grant covering all the costs including travel, board and lodging and course 
fee. You can find here more about Erasmus+ funding meanwhile below you can see how you could 
cover all the costs to attend this course thanks to Erasmus+. 

 



Teacher Training 2017 

Methodology Revisited, Revital ised & Re-Energised 
2 Weeks /10 Training Days 

Teachers of English and other languages who teach in secondary schools or adult education, who would like to refresh their teaching methods 
and techniques. 
Participants need to be at a B1 level of English. 

The aim of this two-week course is for teachers and teacher trainers to experience a range of interesting activities linking methodology and 
learning theories to today’s classroom. It covers a broad span of teaching ideas and activities to enliven lessons and make them more 
motivating.  
Sessions are practical, include a focus on technology and help teachers reflect on their approach to teaching today's students. The course 
addresses the needs of language teachers and educators in secondary and adult education. 

After registration, participants on this course programme will receive: 
A pre-course questionnaire ,which will enable trainers to learn about the participants' teaching backgrounds. 
Information about the Europass Mobility Certificate. 
A recommended reading list to prepare participants for various aspects of the course.  

To enable a better understanding of language teaching and expand & build on previous knowledge, using a range of practical methodologies 
To introduce new areas of teaching methodologies and accompanying techniques, using hands-on experiential methods 
To help teachers reflect on their own teaching methods & contexts, & develop teaching skills 
To introduce an awareness of technology and ICT in the classroom today 
To exchange pedagogical information & knowledge in a multi-cultural context 
To further develop participants’ own language skills 
To experience the cultural heritage of Malta with its bilingual linguistic environment 

The course draws on the EU-funded METHODS project, which resulted from the original project: BP-BLTM Best Practice – Best Language 
Teaching Methods Project (BP–BLTM). 

Sessions demonstrate current EFL approaches, methodologies & techniques. 
An interactive communicative approach is applied, which will provide participants with their own experiential learning of the activities & 
methodologies. 
Input sessions are in the form of hands-on workshops and involve brainstorming, analysis, problem-solving, and role-play, in group or 
pair-work. 
Teachers are asked to reflect on the activities, inviting discussion with regard to their own pedagogical knowledge & skills, teaching methods & 
contexts, and on adaptation of activities to their teaching & learning situations. 
Both teaching & learning are explored, analysed and discussed, further enabling the participants’ use of their communication skills in English. 
Participants are actively involved in the sessions to maximize their learning and to experience activities from their learners’ point of view. 
Participants are also introduced to websites related to the further development of their teaching skills & personal professional development. 

The course ends with an evaluation session, where teachers are asked to reflect upon the value of the knowledge gained on the course. 
They are also encouraged in this session to come up with a Personal Development Action Plan, and select activities which they would like to 
try out in their own classes. 
They are invited to join the ETI Teacher Training Facebook community, which allows networking and contact with the trainers and fellow 
colleagues, and with participants from other courses. 
Participants are also encouraged to join communities for the current POOLS Projects, and other ETI-related EU Projects, such as METHODS 
(Communicative Language Teaching Methods), TOOLS, and CLIL4U. 
In addition, participants are given a post-course 3-month subscription to our e-Learning online site to further develop their language 
knowledge and skills. 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

COURSE SUMMARY 

PREPARATION 

OBJECTIVES 

METHODOLOGY 

FOLLOW UP 



A SAMPLE COURSE PROGRAMME 
WEEK 1 METHODOLOGY REVISITED, REVITALISED & RE-ENERGISED 

TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

09:00 - 10:30  

Engaging the Learner: 
What motivates today’s 

students? 
Task-based Learning 

The Chemist ry of Words: 
Collocation 

Cuisenaire  Rods 
& Language 

Learning  

Tell me a Story! 
Using Stories in the 

Classroom 

Grammar 
Practice 
Activi ties 

11:00 -  12:30  

Get them Talking! 
Encouraging your 

students 
to speak 

The Dictat ion 
Revival 

Teaching Language 
through  

Project Work 

Using Videos 
and DVDs 

Using Computers 
Exploiting the 

Internet  

13:00 -  14:30 
Learner Styles 

& Multiple 
Intelligences 

Songs & Music 
& Their 

Learning Potential  

Language Development: 
Speaking Activity & Error 

Correction 
Social 

Programme 

Colloquial English and 
Idiomatic Language  

Optional Language Study in Learning Centre or  Social  Activities  

WEEK 2 METHODOLOGY REVISITED, REVITALISED & RE-ENERGISED 
TIME MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

09:00 - 10:30  Warmers,  f i llers 
and coolers 

Using Humour 
for  

Language Learning 

Designing Crosswords 
& Quizzes Making Pronunciation 

Fun 
Drama, Role play 

& Simulations 

11:00 -  12:30  
Learning 

Vocabulary 

Dealing with 
Learner Errors 

Techno-Learn: 
Blogs How We Really 

Speak 
Intro to  Wikis 

13:00 -  14:30 
Using the Interactive 

Whiteboard 
You Tube,  Video clips & 

Learning 

Using Concordances 
& Dict ionaries for 

Vocabulary 

Social Programme 

Language 
Development:  

Speaking Act ivity 
+ 

Course 
Evaluat ion & feedback 

Social Activi ties 

PRICES 
Course Fee €700.00 

Programme Fee €100.00 

Course Fee 
Registration Fees 
Tuition / Training 42 Hours over 10 training days (2 Week Programme) Half-Day Guided Tour to Malta’s Capital City Valletta 
Half-Day Guided Tour to the old Medieval City of Mdina 
Airport Transfers : Arrival + Departure Malta Intl Airport to / from accommodation 
End of Course Certificate. 
Mobility Pass Certificate. 

All programmes have a Saturday or Sunday arrival with a Monday course start day 



English for educators and administrative staff – A2

Preparation

This course focuses on improving English language abilities of teachers and administrators and
on teaching English as a modern foreign language. This course is especially designed for
teachers and administrative staff whose confidence in English language is not great and who
have had much training in English. The course will develop their productive and receptive skills
in English, will boost their knowledge of vocabulary and improve their knowledge of grammar
(level A2 of Common European Framework of Reference for Languages). This will be taught
using the most modern methodologies thus giving the participants a chance to develop
methodologies in their own teaching. Teachers of other subjects than English are welcome as
they might consider English as advantageous for furthering their career. The course introduces
new methodologies applicable across the curriculum.

Participants complete a detailed questionnaire before the course starts to indicate their level of
experience and training. They also prepare a presentation on the system of education in their
country and/or about their school.

  Learning Outcomes

After the course the trainee

- can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most
immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, shopping, local
geography, employment).

- can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of
information on familiar and routine matters.

- can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and
matters in areas of immediate need

- will improve their language skills at A2 level of Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages

  Other learning outcomes

- Improvement of the level of key competences and skills
- strengthened professional profile of the teaching professions;
- positive and long-lasting effects on the trainees involved
- increased capacity to cooperate on international level
- practical ideas for classroom
- enhanced intercultural awareness;
- internationalisation at the level of education

1/3



English for educators and administrative staff – A2

    -  broader understanding of practices, policies and systems in education;  
    -  encouragement of sharing best practices, ideas and materials between colleagues within
the EU   
    -  improvement of teaching and learning of languages and promotion the EU's broad
linguistic diversity and intercultural awareness   
    -  improved abilities to use innovative and student-centred pedagogical approaches and to
develop appropriate assessment and certification methods, based on learning outcomes   
    -  boosted confidence in teaching subjects in English, improved teachers’ mobility

- ability to use ICT-based teaching and assessment practices
- acquisition of practical language to be used in the classroom.
- heightened awareness of different classroom techniques.
- Acquisition of new techniques, ideas, sources of materials.

  Methodology

The course will integrate several different styles of instruction, primarily in order to give the
participants practical experience with each. The basic approach will be the communicative
approach which stresses the ability to use English as a tool for communication.

  Follow-up

Participants will complete a workbook either for their personal reference which they can update
on their return home.

A course manual will be provided.

A mailing list of participants will be created in order to exchange ideas/experiences.

  Modules

- Module 1 - Present Simple and continuous
- Module 2 - Comparative and superlative
- Module 3 - Past Simple and Continuous
- Module 4 - Present Perfect
- Module 5 - going to and will for predictions and future events and spontaneous decisions
- Module 6 - Adverbs of frequency and manner
- Module 7 – modal verbs (have to/ need to for obligation, be able to, must for deduction)
- Module 8 – present simple passive
- Module 9 – when/while/as soon as/1st conditional

2/3



English for educators and administrative staff – A2

- Module 10 / used to + verb

  Vocabulary

- Restaurants and leisure venues
- Personality, biographical information, families
- Buildings and monuments
- Weather
- Clothes and accessories
- Travel and tourism
- Work and careers
- Hobbies, sports and interests
- Education
- Life changes and events
- Political systems and change
- Animals
- Descriptions of people, health, fitness and illnesses
- Types of music and concerts
- Household equipment
- City Tour
- Systems of Education

5 days

 3 / 3
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Teaching entrepreneurship and leadership at school 

IFOM 

 

 

Course overview 

Entrepreneurship is a dynamic process of vision, change, and creation towards the creation new 
ideas and creative solutions. Nowadays it’s crucial to support learners to develop an 
entrepreneurial mindset as well as leadership skills and education can play a major role in this task. 
That explains the growing trend of teaching entrepreneurship, creative thinking and leadership at 
school. Taking part in this course the participants will understand the key elements and principles 
related to entrepreneurship and leadership education and will acquire concrete working methods, 
learning activities and didactic games that they will be able to integrate in their course and apply 
in the classroom. 

 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

This course aims to equip participants with the needed skills to deliver an entrepreneurship and/or 
leadership course in an high, vocational or adult school or to integrate some learning activities and 
approaches fostering entrepreneurial mindsets and assertiveness in their current courses. 

The general aim of this course is to foster excellence in education by empowering teachers, 
trainers, headmasters and other education staff to teach entrepreneurship and leadership while 
sharing best practices and experiences with fellow participants and trainers throughout all Europe 
gaining as well  a broader understanding of education in Europe. 

Thanks to this course the participants will: 

- Get acquainted with the key elements and growing trends related to entrepreneurship and 
leadership education; 

- Learn how to use concrete learning activities and didactic games to support students to develop 
entrepreneurial mindsets and assertive attitudes; 

- Learn how to engage students and motivate them to develop their entrepreneurship and problem 
solving skills as well as their self-esteem; 

- Learn how to lead and deliver experiential workshops, simulation activities and interactive 
projects to foster students entrepreneurial mindsets and leadership characters; 

- Get to know case studies that could be used and integrated in a real course; 

- Exchange good practices and discuss challenges with fellow colleagues and the course trainers; 
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- Make contacts with individuals and organizations working in the field of education in Europe 
through everyday cooperation and networking activities; 

- Visit and network with Italian institutions. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

This course is open to: teachers, trainers, headmasters, school and education managers, educational 
counsellors, career counsellors, school psychologists, human resources managers, other school 
staff, other adult education staff, other higher education staff, other non-governmental organization 
staff. 

 

STANDARD DAILY PROGRAMME 
Please find below the standard indicative daily programme that will be tailored to the participants 
needs and professional profiles. We can organize as well course focusing only on teaching 
entrepreneurship or leadership. 
 
Our standard programme comprises 7 days, of which the first one is dedicated to networking, 
preparation and cultural immersion and the last one to follow up, specific needs and cultural 
activities, thus participants can opt for a shorter, 5-days version (Monday to Friday) that covers 
the core training. Participants can choose to arrive 1 day before the start of the course and/or leave 
one day after the end of it in order to enjoy a deeper cultural immersion in Italy. Upon specific 
request we can organize longer versions of this course. 
For the courses in Palermo the cultural activities are slightly different and comprises visits to 
Palermo, Monreale or Cefalù. 
 

Sunday 

 -  Participants arrival 
 -  Individual orientation and information about the venue and the city  
 -  Networking activities 
 -  Guided visit in Bologna (optional) 
 -  Welcome dinner 

Monday 

 -  Course introduction: entrepreneurship and leadership in today’s world 
 -  Competences ex-ante evaluation 
 -  Neuro-linguistic programming basic concepts 
 -  What does it mean to be a leader? 
 -  Practical group work and simulation activities: leadership styles and team roles 

Tuesday 

 -  Learn to speak entrepreneurship slang”: start-up, incubators, fab labs, business 
model 
 -  A powerful tool: the business model CANVAS 
 -  Practical group work and simulation activities: developing a business model 
 -  Technical visit to the start-up incubator Kilowatt 
 -  Sharing bets practices and entrepreneurial experiences 
 -  Cultural activities in Bologna and traditional Italian aperitif 
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Wednesday 

 -  Magnifying your learners assertiveness and self-esteem 
 -  Practical group work and simulation activities: experiential exercises and 
simulation activities to foster leadership 
 -  Guided visit in Florence or Venice (optional) 

Thursday 

 -  Fostering your students inner entrepreneurs: examples of interactive 
projects  and didactic games 
 -  Practical group work and simulation activities: the 10€ interactive project 
 -  Practical group work and simulation activities: the B2B speed-marketing 
activity 
 -  Practical group work and simulation activities: the world café method 

Friday 

 -  Success story presentations: entrepreneurial leaders 
 -  Exchange of best practices with fellow teachers and trainers 
 -  Practical group work: drafting an entrepreneurship and/or  leadership 
workshop 
 -  Dinner in traditional Italian restaurant 

Saturday 

 -  Space for discussion of future cooperation and planning follow up activities 
 -  Course roundup and final evaluation 
 -  Validation of learning outcomes and certification ceremony 
 -  Additional training session tailored to specific needs (optional) 
 -  Cultural activities or additional guided visit in another major Italian city 
(optional) 
 -  Participants departure 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

We choose the working methods based upon participants’ needs, attitudes and professional profiles 
in order to ensure high productivity, effectiveness and transferability into practice. 

Our methodology is highly practical and participative with hands-on approach that comprises real-
job examples, case studies examination and simulations. We embrace collaboratively working 
methods that foster mutual learning and cooperation among participants. Our focus is on learning 
outside the classroom in an interactive and international environment. The pedagogical methods 
that we use are based upon experiential training, group and peer activities, learning-by-doing and 
best practices’ exchange. Participants will be working in groups thus having the chance to learn 
by each other as well as having feedback by fellow teachers, trainers and educators. 

During the course the trainers will make extensive use experiential and simulation activities that 
the participants will be able to include and organize in their classroom. Examples of effective 
didactic games and interactive projects will be presented during the course thus equipping the 
participants with a ready-to-use toolkit. 

Morning Wrap-up and brief daily evaluations are foreseen to ensure quality of education and to 
adapt the learning programme to participants' needs better tailoring the education. 
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Free time has been planned to give to the participants time to assimilate the concepts, develop 
further the group activities, ask trainers for further clarifications, etc. Networking and cooperation 
among participants will be supported and stimulated at each stage. 

We organize optional social, networking and cultural activities in order to give participants the 
opportunity to know Italy as well as to exchange best-practice and establish professional 
cooperation and links. 

The training and staff team is multinational thus giving a full European dimension to the course. 

The class-based course is completed by the support of the e-learning portal that is a great support 
both before and after the course in Italy. 

 

 

COSTS AND ERASMUS+ FUNDING 

Course fee: EUR 70 per day per participant. Subsistence, certification and monitoring fees: 
depending on the services required and on the group size. 

  

Teachers, trainers, headmasters and any other staff of education organizations are eligible to 
receive an Erasmus+ grant covering all the costs including travel, board and lodging and course 
fee. You can find here more about Erasmus+ funding meanwhile below you can see how you could 
cover all the costs to attend this course thanks to Erasmus+. 

 

CERTIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF LEARNING OUTCOMES 

At the end of the course, each participant will be awarded a certificate of attendance including a 
description of training content and as well as it’s starting and end date, together - if requested - 
with a Europass Mobility Certificate. 

Moreover, we are aware that schools and educational organizations may require additional 
documents to certify the competences acquired or the attendance at the course. Upon request we 
can provide additional certification and reporting documents. 



Career Consultancy in Schools 

Career Consultancy in Schools training course Erasmus plus 

Become an excellent career consultant! 

This course is eligible for the Erasmus+ funding programme. What does a career consultant do? 

A career consultant becomes a very important person in a pupil’s life because it is the person who 
will assist the pupil in making one of the most important decisions in his life – what career path to 
choose? The career consultant has to be highly qualified in order to be able to provide professional 
assistance to students. His tasks include guiding pupils through college selection and admissions 
processes, assisting with paperwork, such as financial aid applications, and helping students to prepare 
for university admission tests. In addition to the technical part of the job, the career consultant must 
have excellent interpersonal skills, to be able to motivate and encourage pupils who very often feel 
confused and frustrated when it comes to decision-making. Another important part of the job is 
working with international students, ethnic minorities and the disabled in order to help these groups 
integrate and find the suitable career path. 

Target Group: 

Staff of secondary schools and vocational training institutions. 

Objectives: 

To prepare participants to be able to assist the pupils when making career choices: provide extensive 
consultations, work together in order to prepare excellent CVs and motivation letters, identify the best 
education institutions for every student’s capabilities and preferences. 

Methodology: 

This training course designed especially for secondary school and vocational school teachers offers 
broad theoretical background and hands-on activities. 
The training course will consist of the following activities: 
Professional seminars that will be conducted by recognized experts in the field. The emphasis will be 
put on the purpose of career consultancy, CV and motivation letter writing and career tests 
A number of workshops in order put the knowledge gained during the seminars into practice 
Informal discussions among the participants and recognized experts in the field, sharing of personal 
experience during informal coffee breaks, lunches, dinners, an opportunity to observe the work of 
professionals in the sector of career consultancy in the informal environment. 
 

Detailed Description: 

Teachers will be introduced to the specifics of career consultancy practices and acquire necessary 
skills to be able to guide students in choosing a career. Career consultant’s role becomes crucial 
because at a school age it is difficult to independently decide what career, university, or even high 
school/vocational institution to choose, therefore, qualified assistance becomes significant. Firstly, 
we provide a strong theoretical background on the subject, which is followed by practical activities, 
such as filling in career choice tests, observing and explaining their results, and creating CVs and 
motivation letters. The floor is open all the time for questions and sharing ideas in order to provide 
the best learning experience and enrich the knowledge of all participants. 
 
Training Outcomes: 



After the training, attendees are expected to better understand the specifics and challenges of the 
career consultant profession and become able to provide more professional and valuable assistance to 
pupils. Also, to become able to use critical thinking and skills gained during the workshops in order 
to solve difficulties and problems faced at work every day. An important part of the training course 
in is the knowledge shared by local highly experienced experts successfully working in the field. 
Future and present career consultancy specialists will be able to apply the valuable tips received 
during the training on daily basis. This training will also expand participants’ career opportunities, as 
they will bring home experience and knowledge from abroad that will make them more prospective 
employees not only at their home country but also in the international labor market. 
 

Training Activities Agenda 
 
Participants will be transferred from the airport to Barcellona P.G and 

1st Day 
 
 

2nd Day 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3rd Day 

 
 
 

4th Day 
 
 
 

5th Day 
 
 
 

6th Day 
 
 

7th Day 

shown the “A Rocca” offices. 
 

• A presentation will be given on the schedule for the upcoming days, it will also 
include the information about the Italian culture, Erasmus + programme, Sicily and 
Barcellona P.G. 

• Participants will learn about the background and activities of the receiving 
organization and the framework of the courses that they will attend 

• At the end of the day the guests will be invited for a “Welcome Aperitivo“ at a 
local venue 

Seminars Day 1 
 

• A seminar on the topic: “Aims of the Career Consultancy” 
• A seminar on the topic: “Individual and Group Career Consultancy” 

Seminars and Workshops Day 2 
 

• A seminar followed by a workshop: “How to create a competitive CV and a Letter 
of motivation?” 

Seminars and Workshops Day 3 
 

• Introduction of career consultancy tests 
• Hands-on activity: “Design a career consultancy test!” 

Seminars and Workshops Day 4 
• Analysis of the results of the career consultancy test 
• Training on how to explain the test results to pupils after they take it under the su- 

pervision of teachers 
Departure Day 

 
• Final evaluation 
• Participation certificates and the award ceremony 
• Farewell and transfer to the airport 



Learners and staff mobility projects with Erasmus+ 

IFOM, Italy 

 

Course overview 

In today's world European funds and programmers are a great opportunity for educational 

institutions of every kind. Erasmus+, the new programme for Education, Training, Youth and 

Sport has recorded a budget increase of about the 40% and provides grants for a wide range of 

actions including the opportunity for learners to undertake work placements abroad and for 

education staff to attend training courses or teach abroad. 

By taking part in this course participants will learn in detail about Erasmus+ - notably Key 

Action 1 - and you'll acquire concrete skills related to designing a successful mobility project for 

learners and/or staff and manage it once approved. 

 

MAIN OBJECTIVES 

This structured course aims to improve participants’ practical skills in the design, management 

and funding of Erasmus+ projects, notably learning mobility project for learners and staff (Key 

Action 1). The course covers all the steps of the project cycle from developing the idea, to 

finding the right partners, to design a successful project and properly managing and reporting it. 

The general aim of this course is to improve the quality and the accessibility of Erasmus plus 

projects in order to foster European integration and excellence in education by empowering and 

training teachers, education staff and those interested in developing learning mobility projects for 

learners and staff to access and manage Erasmus+ projects. 

Thanks to this project the participants will: 

- Acquire knowledge and practical information about EU policies and the Erasmus plus 

programme, through specific and project-oriented learning sessions; 

- Improve their practical skills related to the management of the ideation and application process 

(including how to interpret correctly a call for proposal, how to design and develop effective 

project ideas, how to fill in the Application Form) through cooperative compilation of 

application forms and the analysis of successful projects; 

- Learn and get guidance on the preparation and management of the financial, budgeting and 

contractual aspects through concrete examples and direct evidences; 

- Learn best practices related the planning and implementation of the preparatory, visibility, 

dissemination and follow-up phases through concrete case studies and successful projects; 

- Make contacts with individuals and organisations interested in developing Erasmus+ projects 

through everyday cooperation and specific networking activities. 



 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 

This course is open to: teachers, trainers, headmasters, school and education managers, 

educational counsellors, project coordinators, mobility coordinators, other school staff, other 

adult education staff, other higher education staff, other non-governmental organization staff, 

public servants, policy makers. 

 

STANDARD DAILY PROGRAMME 

Please find below the standard indicative daily programme that will be personalized on 

participants needs and professional profiles. 

Our standard programme comprises 7 days, of which the first one is dedicated to networking, 

preparation and cultural immersion and the last one to follow up, specific needs and cultural 

activities, thus participants can opt a shorter 5-days version (Monday to Friday) that covers the 

core training. Participants can choose to arrive 1 day before the start of the course and/or leave 

one day after the end of it in order to enjoy a deeper cultural immersion in Italy. Upon specific 

request we may organize longer versions of this course. 

For the courses in Palermo the cultural activities are slightly different and comprises visits to 

Palermo, Monreale or Cefalù. 

Sunday 

 -  Participants arrival 

 -  Individual orientation and information about the venue and the city  

 -  Networking activities 

 -  Guided visit in Bologna (optional) 

 -  Welcome dinner 

Monday 

 -  Course introduction 

 -  Competences ex-ante evaluation 

 -  Detailed presentation of Erasmus+ with special focus on mobility projects for 

learners and staff and on the European Development Plan 

 - Group cooperative project design: discussing project ideas and division in 

groups, drafting the European Development Plan 

Tuesday 

 -  Project Cycle Management and Logical framework Approach 

 -  Presentation of concrete EU-funded projects: comparing the context analysis 

and the objectives of an approved and a rejected Erasmus plus KA1 project 

 -  Group cooperative project design: developing the problems’ and objectives’ 

trees 

 -  Cultural activities in Bologna and traditional Italian aperitif 



Wednesday 

 -  Budgeting, how Erasmus+ works? 

 -  Presentation of concrete EU-funded projects: budget examples analysis 

 -  Group cooperative project design: drafting the project budget and filling the 

application form 

 -  Guided visit in Florence or Venice (optional) 

Thursday 

 -  The importance of validation and recognition in mobility projects, with special 

focus on Europass and ECVET 

 -  Presentation of concrete EU-funded projects: browsing through real Europass 

and ECVET certificates, Learning Agreements, Quality Commitments 

and  Memorandums of Understanding 

 -  Group cooperative project design: developing the validation and recognition 

measures 

Friday 

 -  Planning and managing the preparatory, visibility, dissemination and follow-

up phases, plus focus on European added value and intercultural dimension 

 -  Presentation of concrete EU-funded projects: achieving a mainstreaming and 

sustainable impact thanks to a well-planned project 

 -  Group cooperative project design: Completing the project structure with the 

activities related to preparation, visibility campaign, dissemination and follow-up 

 -  Dinner in traditional Italian restaurant 

Saturday 

 -  Space for discussion of future cooperation and planning follow up activities 

 -  Course roundup and final evaluation 

 -  Validation of learning outcomes and certification ceremony 

 -  Additional training session tailored to specific needs (optional) 

 -  Cultural activities or additional guided visit in another major Italian city 

(optional) 

 -  Participants departure 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

We tailor the working methods based upon participants’ needs, attitudes and professional. We 

tailor the working methods based upon participants’ needs, attitudes and professional profiles in 

order to ensure high productivity, effectiveness and transferability into practice. 

Our methodology is highly practical and participative with hands-on approach that comprises real-

job examples, case studies examination and simulations. We embrace collaboratively working 

methods that foster mutual learning and cooperation among participants. 



To ensure the hand-on approach the participants will be divided in group and will work on a real 

application form in order to acquire concrete skills on how to design and apply for a EU-funded 

project. 

The trainers make extensive use of evidence-based examples and experiences. Every day to 

assimilate and deepen the concepts successful projects will be presented and analyzed by the 

trainers and by others experts invited to bring their real accounts. Every day there is daily session 

dedicated to cooperative design and writing simulation in groups. With the support of the trainers 

at the end of the course each team will have developed a first draft of a European project. 

The training and staff team is multinational thus giving a full European dimension to the course. 

Each morning there is an interactive wrap-up session that enables the participants to better fix and 

assimilate the concepts covered the previous day. At the end of each day there is a brief evaluation 

to improve the learning programme and adapt it to participants’ needs. 

Free time has been planned to give to the participants time to assimilate the concepts, develop 

further the group projects (or additional projects), ask trainers for further clarifications, etc. 

Restorative short breaks (with coffee, tea, juice and relax) are foreseen. 

Networking and cooperation among participants will be supported and stimulated at each stage. 

We organize optional social, networking and cultural activities in order to give participants the 

opportunity to know Italy as well as to exchange best-practice and establish professional 

cooperation and links. 

The class-based course is completed by the support of an E-learning portal that is a great support 

both before and after the attendance in Italy. 

 

 

COSTS AND ERASMUS+ FUNDING 

Course fee: EUR 70 per day per participant. Subsistence, certification and monitoring fees: 

depending on the services required and on the group size 

Teachers, trainers, headmasters and any other staff of education organizations are eligible to 

receive an Erasmus+ grant covering all the costs including travel, board and lodging and course 

fee. You can find here more about Erasmus+ funding meanwhile below you can see how you could 

cover all the costs to attend this course thanks to Erasmus+. 

 

CERTIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF LEARNING OURCOMES 

At the end of the course, each participant will be awarded a certificate of attendance including a 

description of training content and as well as it’s starting and end date, together - if requested - 

with a Europass Mobility Certificate. 
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